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8Days 6Nights  Osaka /Shirakawa / Kyoto / Mt. Fuji / Tokyo 
Japan Discovery Tour – Famous Hot Spring . Japan Cuisine . Culture Discovery 

 

Day 1    Kuala Lumpur (KLIA) / Osaka (Kansai Airport)     MH 52 (2220/0540+1) 
Assemble at Kuala Lumpur International Airport to check in for the flight to Japan [Osaka]   
 
Day 2    Arrive Osaka ~  Osaka Castle / Osaka Water Bus ~ Takayama 

 Osaka Castle 
Rebuilt by Tokugawa Hidetada in the 1620 but its 
main castle tower was struck by lightning in 1665 
and burnt down. Until 1931 only reconstruction. 
Refreshing castle make it looks fresh looking in 
1997.  

Osaka Water Bus 
Take the Aqua-Liner  and enjoy the beautiful scenery of   Osaka Water 
City  in the river. Covers Osaka’s major sightseeing spots, including Osaka 
Castle, Nakanoshima, OBP (Osaka Business Park), and OAP (Osaka Amenity 
Park). 
 

Sakurayamahachiman shrine&Takayama Yatai Kaikan 
The Float Hall is in Sakurayamahachiman, and houses 11 floats for the fall 
Takayama festival. They rotate the floats 3 times a year (March, July, and 
November) putting 4 on display each time. In a revival of the festival parade, a 
shrine maiden takes visitors on a tour. 

Takayama Old Street : San-machi 

is the iconic district for sightseeing in Takayama. This merchant center was the prosperous heart of the 

community during the old castle town days. Kami-Sanmachi is especially worth a visit. The old Sanmachi 

downtown area grew as people gathered along the lanes linking the castle, prominent temples and shrines, 

and also flourished around the Takayama-Jinya, the old government office that was built over 300 years ago.  

Breakfast: Meal on Board 
Lunch: Osaka Takoyaki Cuisine   //  Dinner: Hotel Japanese Set -Hida Beef  (optional for pork ) 

Hotel: Takayama . Hida Plaza Hotel    (Hot Spring ) or similar 

  
Day 3   Takayama ~  Shirakawa Gassho Village ~ Kanazawa: Kenrokuen / Omicho Market   

Shirakawa Gassho Village 
Declared a UNESCO world heritage site in 1995, famous for their traditional 
gassho-zukuri farmhouses, some of which are more than 250 years old. The 
architectural style developed over many generations and is designed to 
withstand the large amounts of heavy snow that falls in the region during winter. 
The roofs, made without nails, provided a large attic space used for cultivating 
silkworms.  

Kanazawa Kenrokuen--one of Japan's "three most beautiful landscape gardens". 
Many people consider it the best of them all. The spacious garden used to be the 
outer garden of Kanazawa Castle. Constructed by the ruling Maeda family over a 
period of nearly two centuries, it was not opened to the public until 1871. 
Kenrokuen features various ponds, streams, waterfalls, bridges, teahouses, trees, 
stones and flowers. 

 
Kanazawa . Omicho Market 

Breakfast: Hotel               //   Lunch: Buffet                //   Dinner : Japanese BBQ, sushi …eat all you can  

Hotel:  Kanazawa Mystays  Castle Hotel               or similar 
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Day 4     Kanazawa ~ Tojinbo ~ Kyoto:  Arashiyama+ Sagano Bamboo Forest  / Kiyomizudera Temple 

Tojinbo -- is a rugged, precipitous cliff eroded by the raging waves on the coast of the Sea of Japan in 
northern Fukui, bordering Ishikawa. It is located within Echizen-Kaga Quasi-National Park. The sheer cliff 
stretches for over one kilometer, and is designated as a precious natural monument. A rock pillar made of the 
columnar jointing (joint of columnar rocks in a pentagon or hexagon shape) of pyroxene andesite in Tojinbo 
is not only the only one of its kind in Japan, but there are known to be only two others like it in the entire 
world. One especially dynamic site is the lagoon called Tojinbo Oike, with its 25-meter-tall cliff.  

Arashiyama Togetsukyo Bridge + Sagano 
Bamboo Forest  
Riverside park is provided the best recreational 
places especially when cherry blossoms in April 
and maple leaves turning red in November. Walk 
in silence through the Sagano Bamboo Forest 
Trail and come to the Nomiya Shrine which front 
door is Black Torii that was the oldest wooden 
Torii. 

Kiyomizudera Temple (World Heritage)   
Is a famous and the oldest temple in Japan and 
listed in UNESCO World Heritage Site. The most 
famous is the 13 meters above the hillside below from main hall’s wooden stage. From the 
observatory deck, can view the beautiful 
scenery of Kyoto. Enjoy the view of cherry 
blossoms in spring season while enjoy the 
maple leaves in autumn. The main hall was 

built without using any nails which present the respect to Kannon. This temple was the house of thousand Kannon.  

Breakfast: Hotel                    //   Lunch: Kyoto Toufu Cuisine                 //   Dinner: Sumo Seafood  Hot Pot Cuisine 

Hotel: Kyoto Royal Spa Hotel     or     Imazu. Sun Bridge Hotel         or similar  

 

 Day 5      Kyoto: Golden Pavilion ~ Nishijin Textile Center ~ Nagoya  

Golden Pavilion (Kinkakuji) (World Heritage)   

Is a Zen temple that used to store the remains of god moreover covered in gold 

leaf. It has been burned down numerous times included the Onin War, the 

recently was in 1950 when it was set on fire by a fanatic monk. The present 

structure was rebuilt in 1955. 

Nishijin Textile Center ( Japanese Kimono Performance ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Nagoya Nagashima Mitsui Outlet 
 
 

Breakfast: Hotel              //   Lunch: Nagoya Kishi Noodle Cuisine        //   Dinner: Hotel buffet or Japanese Cuisine 

Hotel: Toyobashi . Nikko Hotel   or similar   (new name :  Loisir Hotel )   

   
Day 6      Toyobashi ~ Mt. Fuji: Hakone National Park ~ Hakone Shrine 

 Hakone National Park ( Included Cable Car &  Lake Ashi Pirate Cruise )   
Visit Owakudani Volcano.  Famous for hot springs, natural beauty and the 
view of nearby Mt. Fuji. Mount Fuji 3776 meters Japan's highest mountain. 
It is a sacred mountain and experienced big popularity among artists and 
common people. 

 Visit Oshino Hakkai-- enjoy several changes from the Fuji volcanic 
formations formed at eight springs (called underground stream springs), 
due to the protection of the local population, currently saved quite original, 
this sweet and delicious springs, ranked Japanese name water one hundred 
election.    
 ( If weather condition is good , will visit to 5th Station ) 

  

Hakone Shrine  

Hakone Jinja stands at the foot of Mount Hakone along the shores of Lake Ashi.  

 

 

 

 

Breakfast: Hotel                         //   Lunch:Mt. Fuji  Japanese Cuisine                   //   Dinner:  Hotel Buffet+crab  

Hotel: Mt Fuji . Fuji Premium Resort   ( Hot Spring )        or similar 

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e5209.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2172.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e639.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e5201.html


Day 7      Mt. Fuji ~ Tokyo: Imperial Palace Garden ~ Asakusa~ Duty Free Shop ~ Ginza ~ Shinjuku  

The Imperial Palace Gardens 
(Kōkyo Higashi Gyoen) are a part of the inner palace 
area and are open to the public. They are the former 
site of Edo Castle's innermost circles of defense, the 
honmaru ("main circle") and ninomaru ("secondary 
circle"). None of the main buildings remain today, but 
the moats, walls, entrance gates and several 
guardhouses still exist. 

Asakusa 
Asakusa is Tokyo center "Shitamachi" is a few reservations Edo Tokyo 
atmosphere areas. Asakusa's main attraction is built in the 7th century, the 
famous Buddhist temple - Senso-ji Temple (Thunder Gate, Temple). Will first 
go through the Shopping Street Nakamise Pass  , Nakamise offers a variety 
of traditional local snacks and tourist souvenirs . 

Duty Free Shop 

Ginza 
The Ginza is Tokyo's most famous upmarket shopping, dining and entertainment district, featuring 
numerous department stores, boutiques, art galleries, restaurants, night clubs and cafes. One square meter of 
land in the district's center is worth over ten million yen, making it one of the most expensive real estate in 
Japan.  

Shinjuku : Various type of shopping and entertainment  
 
Shinjiku Kabukicho : Japan's largest red light district features countless 
restaurants, bars, nightclubs, pachinko parlors, love hotels and a wide variety 
of red light establishments for both sexes and sexual orientations. 
 

Breakfast: Hotel                         //   Lunch: Lamen +Onsen egg        //   Dinner: Local Gourmet at Japanese Tavern 
 

Hotel: Tokyo . Kawasaki Nikko     or similar 
 

 

Day 8    Tokyo / Kuala Lumpur       ( Breakfast )   MH 89  (1030/1645) 
Proceed to Tokyo Narita Airport for taking flight back to Kuala Lumpur. 

 

***************************************************************************************************************************** **********************  
※by Malaysia Airline :   Day1     KL /Osaka       MH 52 (2220/0540+1) 

                                              Day8     Tokyo / KL      MH 89  (1030/1645) 
 

Tour Fare (Twin Share) :  Included airport tax, tips , Travel Insurance & 20  trolley    
 

EARLY BIRD promotion :  

 

RM 7688 / Per Person – 16 OCT 2018 ( Autumn ) 

RM 7888 / Per Person – 23, 24 NOV 2018 ( Maple Leaf . Autumn) 

RM 7888 / Per Person – 19, 21,  23 DEC 2018 ( School Holidays , Winter )  

RM 7888 / Per Person – 02 FEB 2019 ( CNY , Winter )  

RM 7888 / Per Person – 30, 31MAR  &   01 ,09 APR   2019 ( Sakura, Spring ) 
 

 

** 31 MAR 2019 group :    Day 8    Tokyo / KLIA    MH 71 ( 2140/0400+1 )           
 

★Child with bed: less RM 400 / child without bed: less RM 900  
 

★Hello’s Tour Leader English / Mandarin/Malay speaking) + local guide (Mandarin speaking) 
 

 

 

** The itinerary, meals and hotel arrangement are subject to the final adjustment of the local ground operator. **   ** Terms & Conditions Apply ** 

 

Hotel & meals Information as below : 

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3017.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2164.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2164.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2072.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2036.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2196.html


Hotel Information as below :  

★ 高山 . Hida Plaza Hotel  (温泉)   /  Takayama . Hida Plaza Hotel   ( Hot Spring )      
 

★金泽. My Stays   Castle 店   / Kanazawa My Stays Castle Hotel 

 
★ Kyoto . Royal Spa   Hotel 

   Or 

★今津. Sun Bridge 酒店   /  Imazu. Sun Bridge Hotel 

 
★   丰桥. 日航酒店    /  Toyohashi . Nikko Hotel   (new name :  Loisir Hotel )   

 
★  富士 Fuji Premium 度假村 (温泉)  /    Fuji Premium Resort   (Hot Spring)  

 
 

★ 东京.  川崎日航    /   Tokyo . Kawasaki Nikko    

 

 

 

https://www.google.com.my/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CC4QFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fhotels.ctrip.com%2Finternational%2F45125.html&ei=TU_HVOeBBtDe8AW49YBY&usg=AFQjCNFKZkOvib5ddMQ0CDKDsrupTAh1dw


大阪章鱼烧套餐          酒店内日式会席料理 - 驒牛  (可换猪肉 )   
Osaka Takoyaki Cuisine         Hotel Japanese Set -Hida Beef  (optional for pork ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

京都汤豆腐套餐             相扑海鲜火锅套餐                名古屋 Kishi面套餐 

Kyoto Toufu Cuisine            Sumo Seafood  Hot Pot Cuisine            Nagoya Kishi Noodle Cuisine 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

日式烧肉自助餐+ 料 ( 任吃)               

Japanese BBQ( eat all you can )              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

富士山风味餐    酒店内自助餐(长脚蟹)    

Mt. Fuji  Japanese Cuisine      Hotel Buffet + crab 
 
 
 
 
 

      

 

 

 

 

  

一蘭拉面  +溫泉蛋    Lamen Cuisine 

      
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

日式居酒屋风味 Local Gourmet at Japanese Tavern 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
餐 图 仅供参考,依季节可能有调整  //  meals subject to change       

 


